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Ceramics and Social Exchange in Northwest Alaska
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Researcher Shelby Anderson
collects a clay sample.
Through analysis of clay and
ceramics, she can tell how far
Native peoples exchanged or
circulated ceramics away from
the original clay source.

To make a cooking pot, a woman would lay out
an ugruk [bearded seal] skin on the ground. Then
she put a lump of this clay on it. Then she put
fine sand in...She kneaded the clay and sand like
bread dough. The woman worked the wet clay to
make the pot’s walls even and smooth.
A contemporary Native Alaskan shares his narrative
about making ceramic vessels, but the tradition of
crafting vessels from local clay goes back nearly 3,000
years when ceramic technology spread eastward
across the Bering Strait to Northwest Alaska.

They mixed it [clay] with
down feathers plucked
from a ptarmigan’s legs.
This reinforced the clay
so it would not crack so
easily.
—Blanche Qapuk Lincoln
Kotzebue

Producing ceramic vessels where cold and moisture
are present—as in these northern environments—is
an impressive technological feat. Yet ceramic vessel
fragments are found at many northern Alaskan
archeological sites, particularly those dating to the
last 1500 years—evidence that these vessels were
essential household items for hunter-gatherer people.
The size, shape, and residues found on the interior
and exterior of ceramic vessels indicate their use for
cooking, as supported by local oral histories.
Because northern vessels are often thick, crumbly,
and minimally decorated, archeologists have made
assumptions that these vessels were only made and
used locally, rather than being exchanged through
social networks or carried long distances as part of
people’s seasonal movements. Recent research by
Dr. Shelby Anderson investigated the validity of these
assumptions about ceramics—and dashed them like
breaking a vessel into sherds.

Ceramic vessels and social networks
Beginning in 2008, Anderson, then a Ph.D. student
at the University of Washington, began to explore
ideas about hunter-gatherer social networks in
northwestern Alaska. These networks would have
provided social support and exchange of material
goods—both of which might help groups cope
when their local environments experienced scarcity.
Anderson was interested in whether groups with
more extensive networks (people connections) were
better able to cope in difficult times. If ceramics were
incorporated into the movement of goods that people
used to establish and maintain these social networks,
then ceramic sourcing (analyzing where the vessel was
made based on its chemistry) can be used to identify
and characterize these networks.
Her research on ceramics was guided by these
questions: (1) Were ceramics used locally where they
were produced or were they moved across northwest
Alaska through exchange or seasonal movements
via social networks? (2) What was the geographical
extent of these networks? (3) Did the extent of these
networks change over time?
Field work and analyses
To address these questions, Anderson used standard
techniques to chemically and mineralogically analyze
hundreds of pieces of ceramic vessels and 30 samples
of clay. She assigned ceramics to geochemical groups.
She linked these geochemical groups to geographic
source zones based on the relative abundance of the
geochemical groups at each archeological site. She
evaluated these results with ceramic mineralogical
data.

Anderson studied thousands more ceramic vessel
fragments to identify local decorations and the
attributes of ceramic vessel production and form
(e.g., method of wall or rim construction) that were
specific to the local area in which a vessel was made.
She analyzed ceramic artifacts from 17 archeological
sites dating to the last 2000 years. These samples
came from both museum collections and recent
fieldwork.
A microscopic view of a thin
section of a ceramic fragment.
The white streaks are voids
where feathers (added to the
clay to improve workability)
were burnt out during the
firing process.

Pie charts (above) with ceramic
sourcing results for four of
the 17 archeological sites (see
map for location of these four
sites). Each slice represents
one source group. The size of
the slice is in proportion to the
number of ceramic fragments
from that source group; the
colors indicate probable source
regions for these ceramics
(green=southern, blue=northcentral, orange=unknown,
light gray=unassigned source).

In 2009 and 2010, Anderson worked with local
people to learn about the clays that were used in the
ceramics. She located clay sources along the Kobuk
River, in the Kotzebue Sound region, on the Seward
Peninsula, and on the northern portion of Cape
Krusenstern (see yellow circles on map below).
Research findings
Based on the geochemical signatures and decorative
patterns of the ceramics, as well as their distribution
at archeological sites, Anderson has documented
that some vessels were moved more than 100 miles.
She identified seven ceramic geochemical groups (1,
2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 2e, 3) that are associated with at least
two ceramic source regions in the north-central
and southern parts of northwest Alaska (see map
and pie charts). For example, geochemical group
1 is more abundant in ceramics found at southern
sites in comparison to sites on the northern shore of
Kotzebue Sound; thus the ceramics from group 1 are
thought to have been made from clay found in the
southern part of northwest Alaska.
Several ceramic samples couldn’t be linked with
a source region and may be from an unknown
geochemical group and/or from a source outside
northwest Alaska. If these ceramics are from beyond
the study area, it indicates that ceramics were part
of very extensive social networks that connected
northwest Alaskan groups with people to the south
and north.
Several of the ceramic decorative types are
correlated with specific ceramic geochemical groups.

Stamped ceramic from the Kobuk River Valley.
For example, ceramic sherds with corrugated or
curvilinear stamping are usually in a geochemical
group from northern and central sources, while
striated and waffle-stamped exteriors are typically
from southern sources. This further supports the
geochemical evidence that local ceramic making
traditions existed within northwest Alaska, and that
these ceramics moved across the region as part of
social networks.
The distribution of ceramic geochemical groups
suggests networks that were both coastal-inland and
inland-inland (e.g., between the Noatak and Kobuk
River valleys). Additional research is needed to
explore these patterns further and to understand how
networks may have changed over time. The small
number and size of ceramic fragments from many of
the study sites limited Anderson’s ability to interpret
any patterns over time. However, Anderson called the
overall results of analysis “exciting.”
Research signficance and implications for parks
Anderson’s study has changed archeology’s
perspective of ceramics in northwest Alaska. These
vessels were not simply made and used locally—they
were incorporated into social networks and moved
across, and perhaps beyond, northwest Alaska.
Additional research may refine the associations
of ceramic geochemical groups with geographic
source zones, and test whether well-connected
social networks increased a group’s resilience when
local resources were scarce. Crucial new data may
be gained from analyzing ceramics in existing park
collections.
Although ceramic vessels have not been made in this
region for over 100 years, people living in and near
the Western Arctic parklands still have considerable
knowledge of clay sources and vessel-making. This
local knowledge is extremely valuable to studies of
past hunter-gatherer technology and social networks.
Future ethnographic studies are encouraged to gather
these important oral histories before they are lost.
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